User Manual

Light processor K9 EDQ- LP

Congratulations for buying a Light processor K9 EDQ- LP !
We recommend you to carefully read these instructions before start of usage, to safely
and properly use this device.
We do not take any responsibility for damage caused by improper use as well as device
repair and modification by unauthorized and unqualified persons..
Important Security Information:
- Warning: Every devices move and remove have to be performed exclusively by holding the
sides of the apparatus metal housing, and not for the coil! Such an operation could lead to
irreparable physical damage.
- Keep your device on a flat, dry and solid surface.
- Do not let the apparatus to fall down or be struck.
- Never place or drop heavy objects on the product.
- Protect the power unit from the damage.
- Use only the charger that came with your device or adequate: micro USB connector, DC IN 5V,
1000 mA.
- Do not charge the device with incorrect or damaged charger.
- Disconnect the device from power during a thunderstorm.
- Do not disassemble the device.
- Never use gasoline, diluents, alcohol or other chemicals to clean the device.
- Never expose the product excessively high nor excessively low temperatures.
- Do not expose the product to rain or moisture.
The basic package content
- Active Orgonite (Pyramidal Resonator)
- Light Processor K9 EDQ-LP Housing
- Micro USB cable
- Charger
-User Manual- Documentation

Note about recycling
This symbol on the device, its accessories or User Manual shows that
electrical or electronic equipment, including component parts of equipment
devices that are not in use (eg, USB cable, charger, battery) must be
separately disposed, apart from other municipal wastes. Users, we remind
you to protect yourself and the environment, to participate in nature
conservation for future generations sort waste and submit it to the recycling!
For more information, contact the local authorities.
The CE mark on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product
meets the European Union requirements for safety, health and
environmental protection.

Getting Started

Functions
1. The Pyramidal Resonator - "Active Orgoniti". It can also be used independently of the
stable part of this apparatus or in combination with a device "Tesla Scalar K9 EDQ
Generator – by setting on the top of Special Tesla Coil instead of crystal.
2. Solar cells (also known as photovoltaic cells) is a semiconductor device that converts
solar energy directly into electricity using the photoelectric effect. Here it is used for the
detection of light or other forms of electromagnetic radiation in the environment.

3. Third motion sensor is a photo transistor that detects field changes in the optical
spectrum domain in the vicinity of the machine and thus further modulates signal which
excites "e ites The P ra idal Reso ator stru ture.
4. LED indicator of the Scalar field generation mechanism activation with switch [5].
5. Switch (Power button) to turn on and off Scalar field Generator, i.e. EM excitation of the
helical dipole elements implemented in the "Pyramidal resonator" structure ith mild
signal whose frequency is 150 MHz (DNA) which activates the Scalar field Generator
mechanisms that constitute intelligent subtle-energy form.
6. Switch to turn on or off the light excitation (photonic excitation) of the complex, multidimensional structure of "The Pyramidal resonator" by activating a white LED at the base
of pyramidal resonator [1] and excitation of the appropriate substances (crystal
modules, resins ...) in its structure by photons of a certain energy range.
7. Micro USB connector for "Li-ion" battery unit charging.
8. Standard USB connector, can be used as external power supply, 5V, 1A.
9. The antenna, mounted on a stable part of the apparatus, for excitation of the
corresponding EM, helical and dipole, elements implemented in the structure of "The
Pyramidal resonator."

Light Processor K9 EDQ-LP battery charging
To charge the device:
- Connect the USB cable to the power adapter
- Connect the micro-USB connector in the device [7]
- Connect the power adapter into a grounded power outlet

Important!
- You can charge the battery of another device using connector [8] of Your Light Processor,
connecting it with classic USB cable. Its charged battery will serve as an external charger.
- Never keep Your device completely discharged.

Usage of apparatus
- To activate your Light Processor and start to generate the harmonizing scalar wave vibration
Turn On the power switch (5) on the front panel.
- By turning this switch on, the low power transmitter with frequency of 150 MHz (DNA) is
activated and corresponding EM, helical and dipole elements implemented in the structure of
"P ra idal Reso ator are e ited ia an antenna [9]on the stable part of the apparatus. The
key element of the receiving part which constitute a subtle-energy forms, related to the concept
of the "Purified Chi" is i iature, spe ial Tesla oil i ple e ted i the P ra idal Reso ator
structure.

- Energy absorbers in the domain of the electromagnetic spectrum, of appropriate structures
and geometry, are placed at specific places within the P ra idal Reso ator , in full accordance
with the form and propagation laws of energy from this domain, by the affirmative interference
effects amplify energy flows and direct them in specific trajectories in order to enable a synergy
effects among similar energy forms.

Explanation:
"Pyramidal Resonator" is a device of a very special structure that contains spatiallyharmonized, time-synchronized and mutually coherent elements, that meet the necessary and
sufficient conditions for multi-dimensional resonance realization and a constitution of the
complex electromagnetic, i.e. adequate electro dynamic - the so-called Scalar and dynamic
torsion fields, which have extremely positive effects on physiological and spiritual condition of
the bio-structure. Its construction is the result of the synthesis and practical application of
modern electro magnetism theory, axiomatic principles of Sankhya ("Sankhya karika", Maharishi
Kapila), of a modern Zhineng Qigong interpretation, the ancient Chinese teachings about the
nature and the laws that govern life, EDQ Model postulates (G.Marjanovic) and of course - of
the Tesla technology.

The Motion detector additional effect:
- Switching the main power switch [5] information about the energy structure of ambient fields
obtained by photovoltaic cells [2] and a photo transistor [3], shaped in the corresponding EM
form signal, which is amplified and transferred to special antenna located on the top panel of
the stable unit [9] that wirelessly transmit it to the Pyramidal resonator [1].
As a detectors of energy structure and a possible close objects, its movements, etc influence to
it, a sensors [2] and [3] are used because they have different mechanisms of operation and
together provide a higher quality set of information about energy activities and the state of the
ambient fields (light, (human)biofield and related subtle-energy forms ...) thus achieving a
specific, unique (bio) informational picture of the complete dynamic-static energetic structure
which is then – due to the Active Orgonite [1] properties of multidimensional resonance,
strengthened and filtered in corresponding spectra, i.e. purifies thus enabling the constitution a
specific scalar field that by mechanisms of affirmative interference form, in its vicinity, a healthy
and pleasant living environment.
- Motion detector reactions to a collection of informations received from the ambient field
(brightness, hu a ’ iofield a d related su tle-energy forms ...) a specific, unique (bio)
informational picture of the complete dynamic-static energy structure with the properties of
multidimensional resonance is achieved.
- Motion sensor registers a changes in the domain of optical spectrum in the vicinity of the
apparatus that can be caused by "intended", consciously caused and controlled movements and
this i for atio ’s can be used for additional modulation of a signal which excite the P ra idal

Reso ator structure in accordance with the traditional teachings and principles of the so-called
"Unconventional methods" of treatment according to World Health Organization (WHO)
systemization. Since the sensor registers and random changes also - the influence of this sensor
can be switched off if cover it with dark material.
- Turning off the device using a switch (5), the EM excitation of the "Pyramidal Resonator" is
disabled.

Complex additional effect of Light excitation:
Regardless of whether you turn on the Main switch (5) for EM excitation or not, light excitation
(photonic excitation) of the "Pyramidal Resonator " can be activated using a switch (6).
When the light excitation is active white LED placed in the center of the "Pyramid resonator"
position on the devices top panel, will shine.
- Low light excitation (slow photonic exciting) of the multidimensional Resonator via excitation
photons of a certain energy range takes place over the corresponding crystalline and resin
modules in its structure to enhance the mechanical and subtle-energy vibrations of appropriate
elements, selected in accordance with their characteristics and positioned in the peculiar places
in order to maximally contribute to the constitution of the spatial, three-dimensional standing
waves - that is - of the desired multidimensional energy vibrations.
Explanation:
Considering that light energy - absorbed mainly through the solar cell, by the complex
mechanism of mechanical, electromagnetic and subtle-energy vibrations harmonized due to
P ra idal Reso ator spe ial geo etry and construction, a spatial arrangement and of "subresonators" features (micro-helical and a dipole antenna, crystal, resins ...) for corresponding
energy domains – TRANSFORM into 3D shaped standing wave forms that are completely
analogous and related to the bio energy fields of a Scalar type (and thus interactive with them)
that characterize living organisms - this apparatus can be called "Light Processor" - a device that
harmonize chaotic light and subtle-energetic vibrations, filter and stimulates the certain part of
the energy spectrum which promotes energy transduction processes of biostructures (cells,
tissues, organs and humans in general), contributing thus to their general well-being and health.

Important !
Intelligent subtle energy fields constituted in space by K9 EDQ correlate with your bioenergy field, interact with your consciousness at the deepest sub-material level. The more
permeable you are to the subtle energy flow and open for harmonizing cosmic vibrations
reception, the device operation will be faster and more efficiently. Be relaxed and become
aware of pure natural vibrations presence.

We remind you that you are an active participant in the interaction with the K9 EDQ field
generator; Like the purest nature It returns you back to yourself, to your natural capacities and
mechanisms of self-development at all levels. Since you are the receivers and transmitters of
multiple waveforms, the constituted field will respond to you and a unique interaction will be
established with it. It is recommended to spend 15-20 minutes a day in the fields presence with
full conscious attention, with a clear affirmative thoughts, also through prayer, meditation, or
the presence of relaxing music that is pleasant to your soul.
- We wish you a happily using the Light processor K9 EDQ- LP device !

Technical data
Stable part of device:

Pyramidal resonator:

Weight: 280 g
Width: 10 cm
Height: 4 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Battery: Li-Ion
DC: 5V, 1000 mA
DC OUT: 5V, 1000 mA
Capacity: 2600 mAh

Weight: 80 g
Width: 6 cm
Height: 4 cm
Depth: 8 cm

www.teslascalar.com

